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What is ‘intelligent’?

 Having or showing intelligence, especially of a high level

http://www.oxforddictionaries.com



What is ‘intelligence’?

 The ability to acquire and apply knowledge and skills

http://www.oxforddictionaries.com



What is ‘artificial intelligence’ (or AI)?

 The theory and development of computer systems able to perform tasks 
normally requiring human intelligence, such as visual perception, speech 
recognition, decision-making, and translation between languages.

http://www.oxforddictionaries.com



What about ‘cadastral intelligence’?

 The ability to acquire and apply knowledge and skills on people-to-land 
relationships

http://www.oxforddictionaries.com
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Let us place cadastral intelligence in the context of key 
arguments from the land sector

1. Amongst other things*, A society requires appropriate levels of cadastral 
intelligence to create and maintain a cadastre – that ultimately 
contributes to sustainable development

2. In the era of the ‘networked society’ and ‘good land governance’ 
cadastral intelligence should be spread across many actors

*e.g. finance, political will etc.
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conventional approach to 
cadastral intelligence?



Indeed, this is where most ‘cadastral intelligence’ still sits

http://sbq.com.au/public/find-a-surveyor/search-cadastral/



Creating someone with this high level of ‘cadastral 
intelligence’ takes lots of effort*

 6 years of primary school education
 6 years of high school education
 4 years of tertiary education
 2 years of on-job or certification training
 300,000 EU worth of training costs (very rough estimate)
 …and we haven’t even paid for a day of surveying yet
 ......and we haven’t even paid for equipment yet

*Of course this varies between countries



There simply isn’t enough conventional surveyors…



Why is this the case? Let look at Porter’s 5 forces…
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https://encrypted-tbn1.gstatic.com/images?q=tbn:ANd9GcTjryi1vZr7n9AFghiR7Py6cV8q7JwuWmN9F7z6mTqJYPwdZPdO7A

Cadastral agencies

but changing

but changing



Let’s give a big warm welcome to the reviving 
forms of cadastral intelligence…

https://www.itc.nl/Images/Events/2011/May/Vittin%20062_web.jpg
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….some followers



The mandated masses could go in a few directions with 
respect to conventional cadastres…

1. Collaborators: crowdsourced land recording could 
supporting or supplement existing land 
administration systems (e.g. a tool used by 
government)

2. Self Starters: crowdsourced land recording fills 
the gaps where formal systems do not exist, or 
have failed (e.g. customary lands, slums) 

3. Rebels: crowdsourced land recording could be 
used to challenge existing land administration 
systems (e.g. land grabs, cases of dispute)
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….Cadastobots?



http://giv-sketchmapia.uni-muenster.de:8080/sketchMapiaInterface/index.php







its4land details

 3.9M EU
 4 years
 2 continents
 6 countries
 8 consortium members
 8 work packages
 3 specific land tenure challenges
 R&D > Implementation/Scaling



Needs Assessment Design
Pre-scaling 
and 
dissemination

Supported 
scaling and 
dissemination

Fully 
disseminated 
and scaled

Technology push 
UAVs, Smart Sketchmaps, 
Automated feature extraction, geoCloud services

Government
EU; Eastern Africa (Ethiopia, Kenya, Rwanda)

Investors 
Donor agencies, African SMEs; EU SMEs

Beneficiaries 
Peasant farmers

Urban smallholders
Nomadic Pastoralists

African SMEs
EU SMEs

Business and 
Academia

(e.g. UT, WWU, KUL, 
HL, INES, BDU, TUK, 

ESRI)

Societal and Market Pull 
Improved small-holder tenure security, responsible foreign investment

Inside the 
project scope





Thanks
Will you tackle the threat, embrace the opportunity, or something in 
between?



Let’s get the discussion going with a hypothetical…

 The mandated masses and cadastrobots are coming…
 Automation of most cadastral tasks is inevitable
 There will be no surveyors in the field within 20 years
 Community leaders and citizens will do the work
 They will be assisted by the cadastobots
 Surveyors will be system experts, managers, leaders, and advisors

 Sounds crazy…?
 Kees de Zeeuw (2015) 
 “Kadaster reduced it’s workforce from 2600 to 1500 in 8 years.”


